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Overview 

• How did musicians describe their opioid use?
• How did heroin use affect their careers?
• Examine different “clusters” of heroin addiction
• What can we learn about opioid addiction from 

music? 



If you have spotify, check 
out my “heroin songs” 

playlist for further listening 
(Or connect with me on facebook if you can’t find it)



I am not a historian!  
This is “internet research”



POLL #1



Berlioz: Symphonie Fantastique 
(1830) 
• Berlioz used opium (“addicted”?)
• Opium was widely available and used in 19th C

Laudanum: opium mixed with mulled wine 
Harrison Act 1914 made opioids “controlled substances”

• The symphony’s central theme is idee fixe a “fixed idea” 
causing “rising longing and falling despair”

• The symphony is about, in the composer’s words:
• “Convinced that his love is spurned, the artist poisons himself 

with opium”
• “The dose of narcotic plunges him into a heavy sleep. He 

dreams that he has killed his beloved, that he is condemned, 
led to the scaffold and is witnessing his own execution.”

Wolf PL front neurol neurosci 2010;27:p84



Lessons from Symphonie 
Fantastique 

• 1. Artists link opioid addiction to romance:
• Total helpless romantic infatuation 
• Failed romances
• Doomed romances
• Abusive relationships 

• 2. Artists portray their opioid use as sleep or death 
or a dark fate 

These are both an observation about opioid addiction 
and coded language to discuss a taboo topic 



Berlioz writes in  correspondence…

“Oh must my destiny be engulfed by this 
overwhelming passion?”

“This imaginary world has become a real malady”



Other classic music 
influenced by opium?

Chopin’s late Nocturnes
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Billie 
Holiday 
& heroin 

• Troubled childhood: cleaned a brothel as a young child
• Abusive romantic relationships throughout her life 
• Heavy cannabis and alcohol use 
• Was using IV heroin by 1940
• Targeted by Fed. Bureau of Narcotics (Anslinger); 

incarcerated 1 year; stripped of Cabaret Card 
• Hospitalized for cirrhosis; used heroin in hospital room
• Died 1959 of complications of cirrhosis  



1956 Holiday wrote in her memoir:

“Imagine if the government chased sick 
people with diabetes, put a tax on insulin 
and drove it into the black market, told 
doctors they couldn’t treat them... If we did 
that, everyone would know we were crazy. 
Yet we do practically the same thing every 
day in the week to sick people hooked on 
drugs.”



Watching musicians on opioids 

• Atonal, creepy calm 
• Less full of emotion
• Arrhythmic, struggling to match the band’s rhythm
• Difficulty performing challenging musical segments
• Heavy eyelids
• Pinpoint pupils
• Slowed psychomotor activity, noticeable with core 

movements and posture 



Example of Billie performing…. 
Intoxicated?

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0MWRheQtv
mA

(1:55)

• Compare her mental status to this performer:
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gUjMNyfu_ak

(:10 and maybe 2:40)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0MWRheQtvmA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gUjMNyfu_ak


1950s sax greats, heroin & death

Heroin 
• John Coltrane cirrhosis hepatoma 

• Stan Getz cirrhosis hepatoma 

• Gerry Mulligan cirrhosis hepatoma 

• Charlie Parker cirrhosis bleeding ulcer

• Coleman Hawkins cirrhosis pneumonia  

• Art Pepper methadone maintenance 
stroke (old)

• Sonny Stitt Stroke

• Dexter Gordon throat cancer 

• Sonny Rollins, living 

No heroin 
• Eric Dolphy sober diabetes medical 

error (36 yo)

• Johnnie Hodges MI (62 yo)

• Ornette Coleman sober stroke (85 yo)

• Ben Webster alcoholism, Stroke (64 yo)

• Lester Young alcohol related (49 yo)



• Cirrhosis related deaths of Jazz musicians over time 
• https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2721805/



Both of these great jazz musicians 
used heroin in the 40s/50s.  One got 
sober cold turkey and later relapsed, 
the other maintained sobriety using 
12 step principles. 
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I do not know if he was 
in AA but John Coltrane 
said of sobriety:

“By the grace of God, 
a spiritual awakening 
which was to lead me 
to a richer, fuller, 
more productive life. 
At that time, in 
gratitude, I humbly 
asked to be given the 
means and privilege 
to make others happy 
through music." 

One of the most important Tenor 
saxophone players in history 

Used heroin from 1948 to 1957 

Most productive years after sobriety 

Died of liver cancer 1957, age 40 



Methadone treatment for opioid 
use disorder 
• Methadone was used medically for opioid use 

disorder somewhat in the 1950s and 1960s.
• Studied at Rockefeller in NYC in the 1960s
• Became heavily regulated in 1973

• Most musicians before 1970 had only abstinence-
based treatment often either in the AA model or in 
the “sanatorium” model. (They got locked up for 
many months enforced sobriety then released)   
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America’s first 
“drug court” 
1935-1974

Lexington 
Narcotics 
Farm 



Lexington Narcotics Farm 

• Locked facility for convicted heroin users
• Was a working farm
• Hundreds of leading jazz musicians housed there, 

allowed to have epic jam sessions 
• Offered “treatment” detox and abstinence based  

• Success rate post discharge 7%
• Patients “volunteered” for scientific research into 

addiction, including testing methadone and 
naloxone, studying relapses, studying opioid 
tolerance, testing abuse liability of new controlled 
substances, et c 



Inmates at Lexington Narcotics 
Farm 
• Sonny Rollins (saxophone)
• Lee Morgan (trumpet)
• Elvin Jones (drums)
• Chet Baker (vocal & trumpet)
• Ray Charles (vocal & piano)
• Peter Lorre (actor)
• William S Burroughs (author)



Two graduates of the Lexington 
Narcotics farm….

Ray Charles speaks about sobriety:

Chet Baker sings “My funny Valentine”
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Buffy Sainte-Marie: “Cod’ine” 

• Cree Nation indigenous 
person  

• 1963 she became addicted to 
codeine after recovery from 
a throat infection 

• Wrote “Cod’ine” as a 
warning song after she 
detoxed

• Was covered by Janis Joplin 
• Still alive and active in Native 

American rights



Buffy Sainte-Marie 1963 Newport 
folk festival 



Velvet Underground & Lou Reed

• Lou Reed primary creative force and 
singer for the Velvet Underground 

• Social anxiety, panic disorder and 
sexual identity issues led his parents 
to psych hospitalize and ECT as a 
teen

• Using, selling amphetamines and 
heroin in college

• Contacted Hep C, developed 
cirrhosis and received a liver 
transplant, dying shortly after in 
2013 

• Many songs portraying alcohol and 
heroin use in “slice of life” style  



John Lennon (and James Taylor) 
• James Taylor introduced John Lennon to heroin 

• James Taylor wrote many songs about heroin “fire and 
rain” “rainy day man”

• 1968 John Lennon and Yoko started using heroin 
after the miscarriage of their child and car accident 

• Tried to detox themselves and experienced withdrawal
• Wrote & performed Cold Turkey (with Eric Clapton) 1969



Artists trying to describe 
heroin withdrawal in music 

create chaotic desperate 
music with a pounding beat
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Punk music and drugs 

• 1. Sex Pistons–Sid Vicious heroin OD
• 2. Minor Threat– Ian MacKaye “Straight Edge”
• 3. The Ramones– DeeDee Ramone heroin OD
• 4. The NY Dolls – Johnnie Thunders Methadone OD 



Lessons from punk rock deaths 

• Sid Vicious incarcerated at Rykers on drug charges and 
detoxed with methadone. After release relapsed to 
heroin and died. 1979

• Post-release and post-detox high risk OD death
• Dee Dee Ramone heroin addiction, prostitution, brief 

stints in methadone clinics, eventually went to a 
treatment that told him to “just say no.” Died heroin 
overdose 2002

• Abstinence based treatments worse outcome 
• Johnnie Thunders enrolled in a methadone clinic, 

earning take outs. Died alone in a hotel room, ruled 
methadone toxicity but speculation of foul play. 1991

• Methadone itself can be lethal 



Minor Threat, Fugazi, Ian MacKaye, 
and the Straight Edge movement 
• Ian MacKaye lead singer of Minor 

Threat and Fugazi, important DC 
area hard core bands 

• DC in 1980s serious heroin and 
HIV/AIDS problems 

• Straight Edge movement supports 
a drug free life, avoidance of 
exploitative sex, veganism, and DIY

• Ian “started” Straight Edge in 1981 
with Minor Threat, continues to 
advocate for sobriety with Fugazi
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Husker Du “Pink Turns to Blue”

• Husker Du one of the influences leading to grunge 
• Band that made distorted but poppy punk songs 
• Very musically influential band 1980s
• Grant Hart (drums, vocal, writer) addicted to heroin 
• Band staged  failed intervention 1988, leading to its 

dissolution
• Died 2017 liver cancer 
• “Pink turns to Blue” about witnessing a  heroin 

overdose 



“Pink Turns to Blue” Lyrics 

• And I don’t know what to do
• Now that pink has turned to blue 

• No more rope and too much dope
• She’s lying in the bed
• Angels pacing, gently placing 
• Roses round her head 

• And I don’t know what to do
• Now that pink has turned to blue 



Prince “Sign o’ the Times” 1987

In France, a skinny man died of a big disease with a 
little name, by chance his girlfriend came across a 
needle and soon she did the same

In September, my cousin tried reefer for the very first 
time, now he's doing horse



The Jayhawks 

• Jayhwaks an influential country rock band from the 
1980s based in Minnesota 

• Gary Louris lead singer and guitarist from Jayhawks
• He got addicted to pharmaceutical opioids late 

1990s-2000s
• Went to Crossroads treatment 
• Spoke out after Prince’s death 
• “Leaving the Monsters Behind”
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Anthony 
Kiedis & 
Hillel 
Slovak 

• Hillel - Innovative Guitarist for the Red Hot Chili Peppers
• Died of Heroin Overdose 1988
• His replacement guitarist John Frusciante also addicted to 

heroin 
• Member of RHCP have struggled with sobriety and relapse 

over the years



Under the bridge
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• Joni wrote “Cold Blue Steel” dedicated to her recent 
boyfriend James Taylor 

• “Cigarettes and coffee—that’s my poison”
• Patti Wrote “Poppies” inspired by seeing the 1970s 

punk scene drug problem
• “I saw…all this drug use, without any spiritual or aesthetic 

meaning, or any kind of direction, just partying, using drugs, 
being slaves to them, and I didn’t understand that.”

• Sarah wrote “Angel” after the death of Smashing 
Pumpkin keyboardist 

• Performing music “is the best drug in the world”
• Bonnie won a Grammy for “Nick” which addresses her 

sobriety from alcohol and grappling with middle age 
• ”God brought me to this now, meaning that I got pulled out of 

the fire. Some people don’t get out”
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Recall the jazz musicians I listed 

• Andrew Wood – heroin overdose 
• Kurt Cobain – suicide 
• Chris Cornell – suicide 
• Eddie Vedder – alive 
• Mark Lanegan – alive, sober from heroin 
• Layne Staley – heroin overdose 



Screaming Trees & Mark Lanegan

• Lanegan of Screaming Trees is my favorite vocalist 
of Seattle grunge era, addicted to heroin 

• The night before playing “I nearly lost you” on 
Letterman they partied and brawled

• The drummer incapacitated, they needed 
professional musicians to assist 

• Lanegan tried to cover his black eye with hair, and 
appears intoxicated, late on his vocals



Screaming Trees on Letterman 

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PftcJ4r5fcA
• (2:40)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PftcJ4r5fcA


Mark Lanegan sobriety 

• After Kurt Cobain’s Death, Lanegan fell into drug 
use and homelessness. Courtney Love intervened 
and got him to Rehab “Musicians Assistance 
Program”

“Kurt Loved you as a big brother and would 
have wanted you to live”

• Lanegan sober decade. Check out “straight songs of 
sorrow” his newest album, many songs about 
recovery 



Other artists who sang about 
their opioid addiction 
• Macklemore
• Trent Reznor (nine Inch 

nails)
• Jim Morrison 
• Elliot smith
• Sublime
• Iggy Pop
• Big Moe
• DJ Screw
• Janis Joplin

• Townes Van Zandt
• Steve Earle
• A$AP Rocky
• The Ramones 
• Stone Temple Pilots 
• Aerosmith 
• Rolling Stones 
• Guns N Roses 
• The 1975



What is the point?

• Musicians from all genres, races, geographies and 
decades get addicted to opioids, and sing about 
them

• You can hear in their music the sound of 
intoxication and withdrawal 

• Many great musicians lost to addiction 
• Many great musicians thrived in sobriety 
• Patterns of death vary in different clusters of heroin 

using musicians



As A$AP Rocky would say, 
it is time for 

“robitussin, quit discussing” 
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